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Gaussian model based Source Separation
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Abstract: This Paper is an attempt to develop the Independent
Component Analysis (ICA) based source separation
implementation on the speech signals. The blind source
separation technique which work on the basis of the Gaussian
process is developed and the performance is analyzed. Blind
source separation is the process in which the source separation
of the main signal and the noise is separated without any
reference available. Matlab based implementation is carried out
and the results are obtained. The results thus obtained are
satisfactory.
Keywords: Blind Source Separation, Gaussian Model,
Independent Component Analysis.

I. INTRODUCTION
A human listener hear the sum of all the sound waves that
are created by the varied sources. Although the mixture of the
sounds reaches the auditory system there is an ability of the
human being which would process that sound in such way
that it can be heard individually. The sound from each
sources would overlap both in frequency and time. The
different sources of other sounds even overlap with both the
temporal and spectral regions of the human speech also. In a
verbal communication the noise that is created due to the
crowd (like in a cocktail party) recognizing a single speaker
would become a challenge. Few of the unpublished works
that talks about the source separation in audio signals dates
back to 1970s [1][4] which is followed by the adaptive
variable comb filter based audio separation algorithms[5].
There are attempts made on the frequency domain based
approach to segregate the voices those are concurrent
recorded in an audiochannel [6-7].
Blind Source Techniques
Blind source separation (BSS) techniques are the important
method that needs improvement in the way it is carried out as
it has the advantage of not needing a reference signals for the
source separation process like in the correlation of feature
extraction based implementation. The BSS based works does
not need a prior knowledge about the signal under study and
as discussed in [8]. In literature [8] the speech separation is
carried out from speech signal disturbed with reverberation.
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A novel source separation technique called Blind
Deconvolution (BD) is applied on the speech in literature
[9].There is a dire need of these blind separation technology
for the audio signals when applied on important applications
like digital hearing aids and communication technology
applications. BSS and BD problem though they work are
source separation implementation perspective it can also add
subsets like the speech separation and also separation of
environmental sources like animal sounds and even music
separation. The process of developing the source separation
model is a modeling problem where modeling of the auditory
system is developed. A term called Auditory Scene Analysis
is coined on the problem where each source of the sounds are
separated if those sounds emerge from different auditory
objects. The book [10] deals with the computational details
about the framework that involves the source separation
process. When computers are used to computationally
separate
The speech by solving the mixture problem then it is defined
as computational auditory scene analysis (CASA).
Segregation of voices by means of speakers is developed in
[11] which is a CASA study on the monaural system. The
noisy speech is separated using the Independent Component
Analysis (ICA) technique when artificially mixed while the
naturally mixed sources were separated with little
limitations. While reverberation based source separation did
not work well with ICA.
When co-channel speeches that is the speeches that are
mixed using a single microphone is considered the
traditional approaches would improve the target speech
reducing the interfering speech. Though there is multiple
peoples voices are there in a single audio source how can it be
separated for a single speaker’s voice? Thus question
imposes a challenge to be addressed by the algorithms used
for source separation. To resolve this problem both the
spectral and the time domain based techniques are like some
early implementation [12-14] that involved robust pitch
detection algorithms. Fewer implementations like [15] were
dependent on the PDAs while applying harmonic selection
algorithms. The localization of different sound streams were
involved while the refiltering implementation [16-17] that
would apply on the spatio-temporal region. Speech
separation algorithms usually
used the spectral domain
algorithms as each source is
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considered the different spectral units in the spectrogram.
Few literatures including [18] involved in training the time
domain basis functions using ICA in order to predict the
different channels in the mixed signals. The method worked
satisfactorily for even the real world signals including blind
source separation and de-noising. Head- related
transfer-function (HRTF) is a method introduced in [19] that
would apply spatial filtering on the audio sequence that are
added with noises. A spectral learning approach that separate
the one microphone speech mixtures using an adaptive
segmentation algorithm which is speech specific is carried
out [20]. Although segmentation carried out were on the
spectrogram the distortions occurred on the outputs. The
algorithm that used vector quantizer (VQ) a non-parametric
model is used for source separation which performed with
lower SNR even in ideal conditions [21]. Learning algorithm
that would learn from the corpus of personalized speeches
called Sparse Non-negative matrix factorization (SNMF)
predicts the different components of the audio stream applied
on the monaural speeches [22]. Co-channel speaker
identification algorithm with no previous knowledge about
the signal is carried out in few literatures [23-26]. A
harmonic enhancement and suppression (HES) that
separates the speaker at every frame is using the fact that the
pitch would vary with the main speaker and the co-channel
speaker [27]. These kind of algorithm is working better in
even the reverbrerative environments [28]. The analysis on
the co- channel speech signal at places where it is not
disturbed by the interferer’s speech is used for the speech
separation algorithms defined in [29-31]. The signals are
separated as usable and non-usable if the usable signal would
provide adequate idea of the main speaker.
Independent
Separation:

Component

Analysis

based

Source

The ICA created BSS problem recovers unidentified source
signals by creating a unpretentious supposition of n
independent signals represented as s(t) = s1(t),…,sn(t) and
practical mix of signals represented as x(t)= x1(t),…,xn(t),
supposing the mixture of signals as linear and instantaneous,
mixing equation can be given as :
x(t) = As(t) (1)
where A is unidentified mixing matrix and t represents time
instance. Here source signal s(t) and the process accountable
for transformation of source signal into mixed signal is
unidentified which replicates the “Blindness” stuff of the
problem. If the mixing matrix A is invertible i.e. no. of
sources N is less than or equal to no. of sensors P (N<=P)
then the source can be divided right and response y(t) can be
articulated as :
y(t) = Bx(t) = BAs(t) (2)
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where B is a separating matrix or inverse of mixing matrix
A. The common processing model for BSS can be
characterized as

Components individuality is the key supposition of ICA
model. It states that for a assumed two variables or source
signals s1 and s2, are said to be independent if knowing the
value of s1 does not provide any information of s2.In
scientific term independence can be defined as :
Ps1,s2(s1,s2) = Ps1(s1) Ps2(s2) (3) Where Ps1,s2(s1,s2) is
the joint density of s1 and s2 , Ps1(s1) and Ps2(s2) are
marginal probability densities of s1 and s2 correspondingly.
Objective function to ICA is a gauge of independence
principle of ICA which permits approximating ICA data
model by design. Objective function is occasionally also
known as dissimilarity function or cost function that can be
minimized or maximized to obtain optimum results. The
statistical properties and algorithmic properties highly be
contingent upon the type of objective function being used.
The different measures of independence used as ICA
objective function are: Non-Gaussianity measure and Mutual
Information (Idea about random variables influenced by
other member variables of set)
Preprocessing is achieved in ICA to lessen noise from
multidimensional dataset in order to escape deprivation of
ICA performance. Furthermore pre-processing step before
ICA allows shortening the algorithm and reduces the amount
of parameters to be projected. Pre-processing steps that need
to be achieved before application of ICA algorithm can be
given as:
1) Centering : The procedure to “center” the observation x by
deducting its mean vector i.e., xc = x-m (3)
where xc is the centered observation vector and m is the mean
vector. Centering permits to abridge ICA algorithm and
un-mixing matrix can be projected by centered data.
Whitening: The procedure that lets to eliminate correlation
in the data. Whitening process transforms the observed
vector linearly so that a new vector got as a result of the
process is white, i.e. components are uncorrelated and
variances of the component is equal to unity. Whitening
process decreases the number of parameters to be projected;
in a way reduces complication of the problem.
II. RESULT AND DISCUSSION:
The separation of the source is the primary step to be carried
out on the speech separation process .The Figure shows the
ability of the ICA based source separation and PCA based
speech separation process that would utilize its dominance in
the speech separation paradigm.
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Figure 1 depicts the input voice signal for speech separation
and the corresponding spectrogram of the signal.

The PCA implementation defines the PCA extraction from
the mixed signals that are as shown in the following Figure 3.
The Gaussian separation algorithms that shows the principal
components separately in three dimensional views are as
shown in Figure3.

Figure 1. Input voice signal and corresponding spectrogram
The Figure 2 depicts the mixed signal that is under study and
the Independent components under study.
The Fast-ICA fits to the kinfolk of fix-point procedures for
ICA, that is grounded on the reiteration to examine for the
maximum of the non-Gaussianity of variables. The foremost
improvement of the fixed point algorithms is that it can
converge in a fast manner. (Cubic or at least quadratic).
Merging the good statistical possessions (e.g. robustness) of
the novel contrast functions, and the decent algorithmic
possessions of the fixed point algorithm, Fast-ICA delivers a
precise attractive technique for ICA.

Figure 3. Principal Directions in three Dimensional view

The Figure 2. Displays the original signal that is taken for
source separation is shown in the first waveform as true
signals, and the observed mixed signal are shown in the
observed mixed signals, and followed by the independent and
principal components.

The principal components that define the separation of the
source from the noise can be observed.
III. CONCLUSION:

Figure 2. Mixed Signal, Extraction of Independent and
Principle Components from the Signal
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The Gaussian dissimilarity based implementation of source
separation is carried out on the speech signal and the source
separation is observed. The independent component analysis
based implementation is carried out for source separation on
speech signals. The Gaussian dissimilarity is use as the
measure of separation in the objective function and the
results are found to be
Satisfactory.
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